
Spring Term Willow Tree Academy - Year 1/2 - Marvellous Mixtures 

Vocabulary

Mixture - A substance made by mixing solids and 
liquids. 

Solid - something that stays in one place and can 
be held. 

Liquid - something that can be poured easily, 
takes the shape of its container and can’t be held. 

Melt - to change a solid into a liquid by heating. 

Freeze - to change a liquid into a solid by cooling. 

Experiment - A carefully planned test to find out 
something unknown.

Safety - Being safe from risk or danger.

Food Groups - Five groups that all foods are split 
into.

Healthy - Caring for your body and having 
enough energy to do things.

Key Knowledge

Scientific Knowledge

What do animals need to survive? 
Food, water, air

How do germs spread?
Clean, dirty, illness, soap, wash. 

How do animals and humans  grow and change? 
Offspring, grow into adults, lifecycle

Key Questions

What happened?
What did you find out? 
What equipment could you use?
How can I observe what happened?
With support, what question can I investigate?
Why do we need a balanced diet? 
Where does chocolate come from?

Key People

Albert Einstein - World Famous scientist

Joseph Rowntree - Chocolatier in York

Joseph Terry - Chocolatier in York

The Cadbury Brothers - Produced the first box of 
chocolates  

1847 - Fry’s chocolate factory sold the first ever 
chocolate bar. 

1861 - The Cadbury brothers of England introduced 
the first mass marketed boxes of chocolates.

1881 - Rowntree’s chocolate factory opens in York. 

1926 - Terry’s chocolate factory opens in York. 

The foods we eat come from animals, such as 
meat, honey, fish and eggs and plants such as 
fruit, beans and vegetables. It is important to eat 
a healthy balanced diet so our bodies work 
properly. 



Literacy 
LITERACY
Term 1
Science Report – 
Predict what you think will happen for a science experiment for the Milk Swirls experiment using photos of ingredients.  
Writing a list of the ingredients used in the Milk Swirls experiment
Link to science -
Y1 – T4W for outcome
Y2 – use scientific language for the outcome.
NARRATIVE – Describe the character of George
Collecting and grouping adjectives, noun phrases to describe character and appearance.
Y1 – describe George
Y2 – alternative point of view (boy describing Grandma)
POETRY – Potions/Rhyming poetry Potion themed poems Create word banks for potions (could be linked to a science experiment)

Term 2
Instructions – How to make a potion 
How to make a potion (edible using juices, soda water, lemonade etc)
Make a potion (link to capacity – ml or number of cups)  
T4W - Language of instructions, sequencing using pictures, adding verbs to nouns
Write a class set of instructions using T4W – teacher scribe
Y1/2 – making a drink potion
Persuasive writing  linked to the York chocolate story
The factory is closing – how can we save the factory?
Immersive Reading Texts
George’s Marvellous Medicine
Supporting texts: 
Professor Puffendorf's secret potions

Numeracy
Year 1: Place value, multiplication and division, 
fractions, shape, length and height.
Year 2: Fractions, Money, problem solving and 
properties of shape.
PE
Spring 1 - Ball skills, Athletics
Pupils will develop their fundamental ball skills such as throwing and 
catching, rolling, hitting a target, dribbling with both hands and feet 
and kicking a ball.
Pupils will also develop skills required in athletic activities such as 
running at different speeds, changing direction, jumping and throwing

Spring 2 - Sending and receiving, Gymnastics
Pupils will develop their sending and receiving skills including throwing 
and catching, rolling, kicking, tracking and stopping a ball
Pupils will also learn to explore and develop basic gymnastic actions 
on the floor and using apparatus.

Geography/History
HISTORY
To able to create a timeline of chocolate from the aztecs to cadbury 
To understand the history of chocolate 
To learn about significant people linked to chocolate. 
To learn about significant people in science. 

GEOGRAPHY
To learn about the origins of food and food miles
To be able to learn about the journey of a cocoa bean
To be able to locate on a map the  journey of a cocoa bean 
Map work – locating regions of world where cacao trees are grown

Computing
Spring 1:
E-Safety update, Digital Literacy, I can animate (i-movie/clips)
Spring 2:
Data & Data Representation, Spreadsheets, Databases (favourite chocolates, most frequent 
chocolate in tins of chocolates - linked to mothers day 
ROSCARS entries.
Music
Charanga
Year 1 - In the Groove/Round and Round
Year 2 - I wanna play in a band/Zoo Time

Marvellous Mixtures

Big Question – ‘What makes a mixture marvellous?’ 
Visit - York Chocolate Story/ scientists in school

IRE Text -  - George’s Marvellous Medicine, Professor Puffendorf's 
secret potions

Science
YEAR 2- ANIMALS INCLUDING HUMANS
Working scientifically
-Pupils should be taught to:  notice that animals, including humans, have offspring 
which grow into adults- Life Cycles of chickens linked to RE Easter. 

-Find out about and describe the basic needs of animals, including humans, for 
survival (water, food and air)
 
 -Describe the importance for humans of exercise, eating the right amounts of 
different types of food, and hygiene- Looking after our teeth, eating sugary food 
and a healthy balanced diet. Effects of exercise. 

Enterprise/ STEM

Chocolate making- Mothers day box of chocolates.

ART & Design
Design Technology - Healthy eating
- Looking at healthy foods and where food comes from. Discussing how different foods are grown including fruit and vegetables. 
- Discussing which foods are healthy and how much of these foods we should have in order to eat a healthy balanced diet. 
- Following a recipe to create a healthy snack/meal. 
- Design the product, make the product and create an evaluation. 
Mothers Day Chocolates
-Product evaluation of existing products. Looking at the different chocolates that are already on the market and researching the products. 
- Design your own chocolates for a Mothers Day gift. 
- Design the recipe and the packaging that your chocolate will go into. 
- Create the chocolates 
- Evaluate your product. Discuss what you would change.
Art
Term 1 - Using tone- pen/ pastel - bottles/ chocolate bars/ sweets
Cubism- fruit/chocolate/ bars
Term 2 - Aztec art- masks, pastel Aztec suns, primary colours.
NEMESIS Project -- Our outdoor area

PSHCE

SPRING 1 – E-safety  

SPRING 2 – Solving problems and making it better - Strong emotions.

P4C - 
Medicine / dangers 

MFL (French)
I can help around the house 
Simple jobs around the house, vocabulary, role play
Games – four corners, actions (charades) Languagenut.com

R.E. (cycle)
YEAR 1 and Year 2 
1.4 - Find out: What happens in Churches and Synagogues - comparing 
churches and synagogues.
2.5 - What do the symbols of Easter mean? - Look at new life and 
sequence the Easter story.


